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Social interaction in pain: Reinforcing pain behaviours or building
intimacy?
A. Cano and de C. Williams

1. Introduction
To date, pain research has focused almost exclusively on operant models to interpret the
function and predict the consequences of pain-related interaction in chronic pain couples.
However, evidence suggests that intimacy models of interaction may provide additional and
alternative explanations for pain interaction. Specifically, intimacy models conceptualise
verbal complaints about pain-related distress as emotional disclosure, which the partner
may validate or invalidate. This review compares and contrasts models of pain-related
interaction in chronic pain couples, describes limitations of the existing research, and offers
directions for future research drawing upon a social support framework.

2. Operant Models of Pain-Related Interaction
Operant models7 as well as cognitive-behavioural28 models of pain posit that interactions
between patients and their significant others affect pain-related behaviours, and ultimately
disability. Spouses’ responses to pain behaviours may reinforce (e.g., by providing help or
attention) or punish (e.g., by expressing negative affect) those behaviours. A great deal of
self-report and observational research has supported the operant model of pain in couples25,
although not without problems of interpretation 21. Evolutionary refinements of the operant
approach have suggested that pain behaviours may function to communicate to close others
or kin the need for help and the mobilization of resources30. Indeed, certain pain
behaviours-particularly facial

expressions and

paraverbal verbalizations-appear to

effectively communicate distress to close others26, 27. According to the sociocommunications
model of pain10, sensations, cognitions, and emotions in the context of one’s learning history,
biology, relationships, and culture contribute both to expressive behaviours, including selfreports about pain, and to observers’ responses. Individuals with pain may or may not
intend to use pain behaviours to obtain particular consequences and, in any event, pain
behaviours might be interpreted differently than intended10, 29. Furthermore, intentionality
may differ by the modality of expression10. For instance, deliberate, verbal communications
(e.g., rating pain on a self-report scale) are under greater cognitive and emotional control
than facial expressions.
3
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However, the potential range of verbal communications is broad. In addition to providing
verbal pain ratings, individuals with pain may describe their pain experience (e.g., “I had a
lot of difficulty today”) and their pain-related distress (e.g., “This pain is really getting me
down”). There have been few attempts to distinguish these types of verbal communications
from verbal pain ratings or to examine the meaning of and reactions to these more
elaborate communications. The close relationships literature offers us an interesting way to
conceptualize these communications.

3. Intimacy Models of Interaction
Reis and Shaver’s24 interpersonal process model of intimacy has contributed to a growing
interest in the meaning of couples’ interaction behaviours. According to this model, intimacy
develops when one person’s self-disclosure of emotions is met with the partner’s empathic
and validating responses. Indeed, one’s self-disclosure of emotions as well as the partner’s
responsiveness and empathy predict intimacy and satisfaction in couples17-19. With this in
mind, certain pain behaviours, including verbalizations about pain experiences and of painrelated distress, may entail deliberate attempts to disclose emotion and build intimacy, as
may an empathic and concerned response from the partner.
As noted above, intimacy also depends on the interaction partner’s responses to emotional
disclosure. Emotional validation, including empathic responses, enhances the emotion
regulation process for both partners because such responses allow each person to process
stressful or aversive stimuli8. In contrast, interactions characterised by invalidation, such
as hostility or ignoring a partner’s emotional responses, indicate rejection and disregard for
the partner and, in turn, disrupt emotion regulation. For example, sadness and anger
expressed by both partners during a problem-solving interaction was associated with
greater depressive symptoms and pain severity in chronic pain couples11.

4. Using Intimacy Models in Pain Research
4.1

Verbal and Nonverbal Communications about Pain

The foregoing review suggests that there are several aspects of pain communication worth
addressing in further research on the social interaction of pain. Researchers may wish to
integrate an intimacy approach into the study of verbal communications about the pain
experience and pain-related distress. In contrast to operant models, in which talking about

4
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pain constitutes pain behaviour that should be extinguished, emotion regulation and
intimacy models of interaction8,

17

conceptualize talking about pain as emotional self-

disclosure. In some respects this formulation of pain talk resembles the communal coping
model of pain catastrophizing27, in which catastrophizing might communicate the need for
instrumental and emotional support, consciously or not.
However, an emotional disclosure framework encompasses a wide array of disclosure
types beyond catastrophizing. In addition, one hypothesis that could be generated from
such a conceptualization is that repetitive expressions of helplessness and negative
emotional disclosure (as in repeated catastrophizing statements) are the result of low-level
validation or overt invalidation of the individual’s emotional experience. Research has
shown that some individuals may conceal pain or limit pain talk to preserve relationship
harmony, reduce burden on close others, or prevent negative reactions

20, 23.

Thus, an

examination of motives behind disclosure can inform research on particular patterns of
verbal communications among individuals with pain.
Models of pain empathy suggest that facial expressions also convey important information
concerning pain9 and other emotions. We do not yet know whether these communications
can be understood using the same frameworks as for verbal expression.

4.2

Responses to Verbal and Nonverbal Communications

Neither the operant model nor the communal coping model situates the interaction fully
within a relationship between two people, each with emotions and motives directed towards
the other. The study of partner responses to pain can make little progress without an
integration of models and clarification of concepts. Just as there is a broad array of painrelated emotional disclosures, there are many types of partner responses to these
disclosures. For instance, a qualitative self-report study of chronic pain couples found that
solicitous spouse responses are not necessarily received favourably, as evidenced by a
hostile-solicitous category

22.

Yet, emotional validation in response to verbal pain

behaviours is construed in pain models as solicitous spouse responses, which are expected
to contribute through reinforcement to pain behaviour. Preliminary work suggests that
solicitous responses and validation are distinct types of interaction. In a factor analytic
study of couples who discussed the impact of pain in their lives, observations of spousal
validation and invalidation loaded on a factor with self-reports of punishing spouse
responses 2. That is, punishing responses are invalidating to patients. Solicitous and
distracting spouse responses loaded on a separate factor, suggesting that validation and

5
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solicitousness are related but distinct types of spouse reactions with different implications
for pain adjustment.
Newton-John21, in a critical review of solicitousness, reminded researchers that operant
models define solicitous behaviours based on the consequences of those behaviours.
Specifically, behaviour is solicitous only if it results in increased pain behaviour. Much of
the research defines solicitousness based on researchers’ expectations of the responses that
are most likely to reinforce pain behaviours as well as the researchers’ existing definitions
of verbal pain behaviours. This is understandable given the difficulty in recruiting couples
and conducting this type of research. However, it may be more appropriate to label these
responses topographically21. Research is needed to determine the extent to which these
responses constitute social support, attention, validation, or some combination rather than
relying on a definition that relies on what succeeds the response. Researchers should also
keep in mind that interactions about topics other than pain may also be relevant to pain
adjustment 11.
Furthermore, it may be useful to examine partners’ responses to verbal and nonverbal
communications in light of partners’ motives, intentions, and personal and relationship
history. For nonverbal expression, interpretation is affected by accompanying verbal
communication12, and attributions about intentionality and truthfulness of the disclosures
are even more likely to influence observers’ choice of other-focused (e.g., empathic response)
or self-focused (e.g., distancing) behaviours 9, 13.

4.3

Social Support and Opportunities for Intervention

Research is needed to examine the function of verbal and nonverbal pain communications
and spouse responses based on operant and intimacy-based models. It is also necessary to
draw on social support research, which consistently demonstrates the health benefits of
social and spousal support across a variety of health conditions

4, 16.

The optimal matching

theory of social support5 suggests that spousal behaviours are most beneficial when they
match the needs of the support seeker because they demonstrate that one’s needs are being
met. In other words, they validate the experience of the support seeker. In a study of
couples’ support interactions, optimal matching of support mattered more when partners
disclosed emotion than when partners sought instrumental support6. It appears that
empathy, caring, concern, and closeness are desired when one discloses emotion, not
“expertise” or problem-solving, which could signal invalidation of emotion. Not surprisingly,

6
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negative dyadic coping, which consists of support delivered in hostile or negative way and is
similar to the concept of hostile solicitousness, also signals invalidation 1.
These findings generate interesting hypotheses for pain researchers. For instance, it may
be appropriate to reduce instrumental or so-called solicitous responses to emotional
disclosure because such spouse behaviours do not meet the emotional need. In contrast, we
should be cautious about reducing emotional support in response to pain-related emotional
disclosure. Researchers could test whether it is useful to distinguish between instrumental
and emotional support responses by the demand that is being made. Furthermore,
responses and intentionality could be examined to determine the demand: does the person
with pain want instrumental help or emotional validation? To conduct this research, it will
be necessary to develop better measures that tap into couples’ motivations and intentions,
responses, and impact.
Several existing interventions incorporate partners into the pain treatment process. For
instance, spouse-assisted coping skills training14 and other cognitive-behavioural and
systems approaches15, 28 provide couples with the opportunity to build communication and
pain coping skills in order to improve pain adjustment. However, direct attempts to build
emotional support and empathy are lacking, which is problematic because couples
experiencing problems with emotional support and hostility may need more than skills
training
taking

3

3, 15.

These couples may need guidance on developing empathy and perspective-

as well as the importance of meeting expressions of pain-related emotional

disclosure with matching support. Thus, intervention research is also likely to benefit from
an intimacy and support approach.

5. Conclusions
The hegemony of the operant model in conceptualising pain-related interactions is
perhaps partly attributable to its good fit with the western ideal of stoical suffering.
However, a purely operant approach to social interaction does not appear to capture the
broad range of pain-related communications. We suggest that some pain-related interaction
behaviours-particularly verbal communications-can be reconceptualised in an intimacy
process model of interaction, which suggests that emotional disclosure and validating
responses serve to enhance intimacy. The optimal matching model of support also provides
new directions for researchers interested in social interaction in pain.

7
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In pursuing this work, researchers must continue to consider the context of interaction.
For instance, each partner’s history with respect to emotion regulation, pain experiences,
and interaction skills contributes to current interaction patterns. Furthermore, situational
factors including current pain, life stressors, and time constraints may affect one’s ability to
actively engage in supportive and intimacy-enhancing interaction at any given time.
Researchers must also decide if they are interested in the topographical or functional
features of interaction. Both types of features may provide insights about emotion
regulation, reinforcement contingencies, and intimacy processes. We do not advocate that
researchers dispose of operant conceptualisations of pain-related interaction. Yet, drawing
on the strongest available models of interaction processes, and a more dyad-centred
approach appears to be a promising way forward for both pain communication research and
treatment development.
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